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According to "Impact Penalties" on the
game management page, what are the
reasons to call a penalty?

Correct

 a) To keep the game fair.

 B) To make everyone remember who is in
charge.

 c) To keep the game safe.

 d) All of the above

 e) a & c only

During a U11A2 game, A17 was assessed
a 2+GM for Checking from behind with 6
minutes remaining in the third period.
After the game, Team A's coach asks
"How long is A17's suspension?" State
referee's response. (Page 4-8 of the
HCOP manual found in the HWRD
Resource Home Page)

Correct

 "A17 needs to serve one extra game."

 "In all non-hitting games, a CFB does not
require an additional suspension."

 "I am sorry coach, I can only call what
happens on the ice. Once the game is over
suspensions are dealt with by the Division
Director. Please call the Division Director for
more information."

 "A17 needs to serve 1 Game if it is his
first offense, 2 Games for second offense, 3
games for third and is indefinitely suspended
if this is his fourth CFB."

Team A calls a time-out with 0:30
remaining in the game with A10 serving
a minor penalty with 0:01 remaining in
the penalty. May A10 join his teammates
for the timeout? (the correct answer
does not have a specific rule/procedure,
however, in an email, Hockey Canada
stated that the correct answer is
"practical")

Correct
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"practical")

 Yes, but he must return to the penalty
bench before play resumes.

 No, he must remain in the penalty bench
until the penalty expires.

When a referee comes to a complete
stop, which way should his or her body
face? (At the 2:25 point of "How to Skate
Like a Referee" Video on the
Professional Skills page of HWRD
Resources of wpgrefs.com)

Correct

 On his or her strongest side.

 Facing the boards

 Facing the center of the ice

 Facing the endzone.

What is the best way to limit the effect of
players trying to get a whistle by acting
hurt (See Gamesmanship in Game
Management page of the  HWRD
Resource Section)?

Correct

 a) tell her to get up or she will get a
penalty…but do not call a penalty.

 b) Tell her to get up or she will get a
penalty…then call a penalty.

 c) stop play after allowing play to
conclude by her team gaining control of the
puck

 d) if there is a scoring chance, allow it to
conclude before stopping play.

 e) All of the above.

 f) both c) and d) depending on the
situation; a & b are OK, but A & B allow
gamesmanship to effect the game more than
c & d. C & D is the correct answer

When you and your partner decide to
enter a fight, how should you approach
"your player"? (Look in the Procedures
page of the HWRD Resource Section and
find "Altercation Procedure")

Correct

 a) From Behind, to take advantage of the
element of surprise.

 b) As close to coming from the front as
possible, but you will probably come from



possible, but you will probably come from
the side.

 c) As close to coming from the front as
possible, but you will probably come from
the side while making sure you speak calmly
and assertively.

 d) Which ever direction, so long as you
are quiet

According to "Talking to Coaches" in the
Game Management Section of HWRD
Resources, which of the following
statements is the better one to use when
talking to a coach about a tripping call?

Correct

 a) "Coach, he stuck his leg out and made
contact ankle to ankle not knee to knee so it
is a two minute minor for tripping..."

 b) "From my angle, Coach, I saw his leg
come out then contact was made ankle to
ankle so I felt a tripping penalty was more
appropriate."

A Game Report needs to be written for all
Game Misconducts, Gross Misconducts,
or Match Penalties. Who writes up the
game report at the end of the game if
only one report is needed? (How to Write
a Game Report Document found in the
top right corner of wpgrefs.com)

Correct

 a) If the three-official system then the
referee

 b) if the three-official system then the
linesperson

 c) If the two official system then the more
senior of the two officials

 d) for either system, the official who
assessed the penalty

 e) either b and c depending on the
system

The puck is leaving Team A's zone. The
linesperson who was on that line is
linesperson A. linesperson B is already
getting in position at the other blue line.
As the back linesperson, what is the
determining factor for linesperson A to
leave his line and proceed up the ice to
the other blue line? (Page 5-12 in the
HCOP manual on the HWRD Resources
Home Page)

Correct



 a) there is no factor…just go as soon as
possible.

 b) linesperson A should leave his blue
line when all the team B attacking players
have left team A's zone and there is no
issues between players

 c) as soon as linesperson A knows the
puck is not coming back to Team A's zone

What are the questions a referee asks
herself when deciding if a penalty is an
impact penalty? Select all that apply.
(Impact Penalties on the Game
Management Page)

Correct

 a) Does this penalty set a clear standard
for the entire arena of what is and is not
allowed?

 b) Is this penalty a dangerous play
penalty?

 c) Is this penalty a Game Misconduct,
Gross, or Match?

 d) Can the potentially guilty player learn
something from this penalty so that he can
avoid this penalty next time?

 e) Is this penalty obvious?

 f) Can I easily explain this to the captain?
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